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Which genre of science writing contributes most to public understanding,
and how does that understanding happen? Working within a science in
society approach, this paper examines public engagement with science as
it occurs in the comments and discussion boards of r/science.
Researchers use content analysis to identify relevant concept categories
and code comments for interaction with science content. The resulting
data are analyzed by genre (scientific news journalism, press release, and
research article) and open access status, revealing differences in public
engagement with implications for science communicators and scholars
seeking to understand how the public interacts with science news.
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Context One of the most popular online locations for science news, based on the number of
accounts, is The New Reddit Journal of Science, the whimsically named discussion
board for science topics within the social media and discussion board site reddit.
Technically named “r/science”, the subreddit boasts over 26 million subscribers
(the seventh highest on reddit), and since its founding in October of 2006, has
generated nearly 1.2 million discussion comments (at the time of writing)
[https://subredditstats.com]. While not a disciplinary journal by any measure, the
discussion board hosts a wide array of specific content areas, from geology to
biology, and from social science to engineering; until 2018, it also hosted the very
popular science-themed AMA (ask me anything) sessions, and it continues to host
the “Science Discussions” series, which are similar in structure.1 r/science offers a
forum for anonymous community members to create threads by linking to an
external source and offering a brief summary of the research findings.

1Moriarty and Mehlenbacher [2019] consider r/science AMAs in greater detail, as do Hara,
Abbazio and Perkins [2019] and Lai et al. [2020], both of whom focus on public engagement with
science (PES).
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The subreddit’s rules require posted research to be peer reviewed, although
community members link to a mixture of existing journalism (from newspapers
and online magazines), press releases (often from university websites or
aggregation sites like EurekAlert!), and landing pages for research articles in
academic journals. These details encourage other members of the reddit
community (redditors, for short) to comment on and discuss that specific topic.
Such conversations fit into the broader category of popular (i.e., non-specialist)
science, where the public’s understanding of science is demonstrated in the
discourse that takes place outside of any official disciplinary, educational, or
industry-specific realms. While there are subject matter experts present in these
communities, they have no formal authority; there are moderators who can remove
commentary inappropriate to the community’s guidelines, and the site has specific
rules for discussion (see Figure 1), but in general, conversations move in any
directions participants desire. These features, among others, make r/science a
unique place to investigate several long-standing assumptions about how the
public makes sense of written science communication and what those findings
might mean for science communicators.

Figure 1. Rules for the r/science subreddit which can be enforced by moderators.

Chief amongst these assumptions is that complex, discipline-specific scientific texts
are better understood by non-subject matter experts when received through
casual-language intermediary genres of writing like short journalism news. The
claim that informal science writing can help increase the public’s understanding of
science, their scientific literacy, or their critical awareness of how science functions
in society is foundational to science writing courses, their textbooks,2 countless
workshops and outreach/engagement programs,3 and, frankly, the field of science

2This assumption has been incorporated into existing science writing textbooks, including:
The craft of science writing, Carpenter; A field guide for science writers, Blum et al.; The science writers
handbook, Hayden and Nijhuis; The New York Times reader: science and technology, Stocking; and Science
journalism: an introduction, Angler.

3These organizations include the American Association for the Advancement of Science, National
Association of Science Writers, the Society of Environmental Journalists, the Association of Health
Care Journalists, and the World Federation of Science Journalists, to name only a few.
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communication as a whole, regardless of the operational paradigm.4 Numerous
large-scale studies have found evidence for the effectiveness of science journalism
on scientific literacy [Eurobarometer, 2013; National Science Board, 2016] and other
empirical work has reported positive results from the public’s exposure to science
writing and media [Nisbet and Goidel, 2007; Akin and Landrum, 2017]. The effects
of science journalism have primarily been studied within science literacy or public
understanding of science models, where empirical data has been employed to
refine the science of science communication. A study of r/science discourse from
within a science in society model, by contrast, can provide detail about the quality
of conversations that result from exposure to different written forms of science
communication, and shed light on the benefits and effects of popular science
writing.

Unlike deficit models of scientific literacy, or some restrictive public understanding
of science models, a science in society model recognizes communicative
complexity, albeit at the expense of generalizable evidence. Older
conceptualizations of science writing, as Sarah Perrault [2013] explains, fit within a
Public Appreciation of Science and Technology (PAST) model, characterized by
“a one-way flow of information from scientists to the public” where
communication fits a generic, linear structure [p. 12]. Perrault criticizes this model
as too-rigid, ineffective, condescending, and ultimately, not necessary. In this
model, the practice of identifying gaps between the public’s uptake of science and
claims in the scientific literature assumes that the public operates at a deficit. In its
worst forms, this model promotes an us/them view of scientific communication,
where the public is seen to be “superficial, inattentive and [ . . . ] handicapped by all
sorts of cognitive biases, misguided by prior experience and easily swayed by their
emotions” [Mellor, 2018, p. 750]. Likewise, deficit models often fault science
journalism for their amplification [Knudsen, 2005], simplification [Hijmans, Pleijter
and Wester, 2003; Brechman, Lee and Cappella, 2009], lack of appropriate hedges
[Jensen, 2008], or tendency to present “both sides” of an issue, even in the face of
overwhelming consensus [Dunwoody, 1999; Stocking and Holstein, 2009]. Instead
of comparing where language from subject matter experts has been imprecisely
repeated by readers, thereby upholding a deficit model, a more nuanced study of
r/science would examine the features of that discourse for insight into how
engaged and subject-matter-relevant discussion can be fostered.

A framework for analysis that values how science is understood by readers and
commenters can be found in the science in society model of science
communication, one that Perrault identifies as aligned with the Critical
Understanding of Science in Public (CUSP) model. Peter Broks first popularized
the CUSP model in Understanding popular science [2006], and described this
approach as sensitive to non-linear, contextual understandings of expertise and
concerned with subtleties of meaning. In a CUSP model, science writing is seen to
affect the quality of the discourse about a particular topic, though not in
instrumental ways, where the only major concerns are either the precise
representation of science by journalists or the retention of that knowledge by a
broader public. Research on how audiences are engaged and participate in science
[Bucchi and Trench, 2014b] or how online forms of science communication impact
understanding and behavior [Brossard, 2013; Mehlenbacher, 2019] are indicative of

4See Bucchi and Trench, Routledge handbook of public communication of science and technology: second
edition [2014a].
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recent shifts in the field of science communication toward CUSP ideals. Where
PAST models might assume that reddit discussion boards show conversations that
are “limited and unstructured” [Zavestoski, Shulman and Schlosberg, 2006, p. 4],
CUSP models instead depict levels of complexity around the public’s actual
engagement with the topics that science journalism represents, in all its messiness.
This framework for science communication likewise acknowledges that, while
often imprecise, online discourse shows evidence for the public’s critical
understanding of science, what Susanna Priest [2013] calls “critical science
literacy”. Critical science literacy describes how people are able to analyze and
make use of scientific knowledge, especially in an information environment that is
rife with competing claims. Critical science literacy is evident in how discussion
board participants make meaning from scientific articles and are encouraged to do
so by science journalism (as opposed to uncritical press releases). That said, science
journalism is facing new challenges, and the impacts of those challenges are
evident in the online public discourse that responds to science writing.

While the world of online science writing is now larger than ever, that
expansiveness brings appropriate concerns about the quality of writing and its
impact upon the public. In the last decade, dozens of online science and
environmental publications have been launched [Gutierrez, 2017], and many more
online locations and access points, both formal and informal (YouTube channels,
blogs, podcasts, hashtags, etc.), now provide popularized science communication.
More Americans, for example, are looking online for their science news — roughly
half, as reported in 2016 [National Science Board, 2016]. A key issue in the
blossoming of online science writing has been the emergence, and potential
dominance, of press releases, typically understood as short, uncritical, promotional
materials, sometimes passing as “science news”, often written by Public
Information Officers (PIOs) at universities or other institutions, composed in a
journalistic style in “common and not too specialized language” [Carver, 2014,
p. 2].5 Press releases were initially intended to gain journalists’ attention,
prompting additional coverage of newsworthy science, however, as Marcinkowski
et al. [2014] have argued, press releases are becoming the dominant form of science
communication. This emergence could be a concern for the quality of popular
science writing and its impact upon an audience’s understanding, because,
according to Sumner, Vivian-Griffiths, Boivin, Williams, Venetis et al. [2014] and
Sumner, Vivian-Griffiths, Boivin, Williams, Bott et al. [2016], press releases
typically include more direct or explicit advice than the associated journal article
and often contain exaggerations about causality. The proliferation of press releases
could pose a problem in the advancement of critical science literacy because press
releases offer simplified, less-critical information that could offer readers less
material to use in making relevant sense of the science. This research project
collects and analyzes data about conversations happening on r/science, including
whether they result from press releases or science journalism, and considers several
factors that affect the quality of the discussions that follow.

Objectives Instead of scrutinizing how accurately information was replicated between
scientific articles, popularized science writing, and redditor discourse, this study

5As science journalists experience worsening working conditions [Schäfer, 2017], material can be
generated by uncritically copying a press release into popular science publications [Fahy and Nisbet,
2011].
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offers an approach which evaluates features of the discourse itself. We eschewed
a large-data grab through reddit’s API, and instead evaluated a smaller data set,
coded for 17 features that highlight how commenters engage with the scientific
news. This close examination studied 97 posts and their top ten first-order
comments in order to understand details about that engagement; we aimed to
identify what kinds of comments occur in this popular science discussion board
and some factors that impact those conversations. Our research focuses on
“engaged and subject-matter-relevant” comments — comments that show active
participation in the topic of a science discussion and shed light on how people
make sense of and understand science. Participation in r/science is broadly
representative of participation in other online venues for popular science writing,
so we are able to glean some lessons about how scientific topics are discussed by
the public.

We sought to answer what happens when redditors work through their
“understanding” of science news, though did not want to pre-define
“understanding” as the mirroring of scientific knowledge. Instead, we identified
what the process of thinking with and thinking through what that information looked
like. To that end, we applied a conceptual analysis model and coded for discursive
features across seven different sub-areas of scientific specialization in seeking more
information about how an initial piece of writing impacted the following
conversation. The following four questions guided this study:

Q1: Which genre (original research article, press release, or scientific news)
generates the most engaged and subject-matter-relevant online discussions
from readers?

Q2: Does the existence of an intermediary article (press release and scientific
news) situated between the reader and the original research article improve
the discussions that follow?

Q3: Do differences between genres of intermediary articles (press release or
scientific news) impact the discussions that follow?

Q4: How does the availability of the original research article (paywalled or open
access)6 impact the discussions that follow?

Methods This data collection was analyzed through quantitative conceptual analysis, also
known as content analysis or thematic analysis [Palmquist, Carley and Dale, 1997].
Conceptual analysis begins with identifying research questions, before choosing
rules for a dataset, compiling that dataset, and then coding selections from that
material into manageable content categories through selective reduction [Busch
et al., 2012]. Researchers then focus on words and phrases and look for patterns
that relate to the research questions. This method is similar to other recent studies
of reddit’s Ask Me Anything (AMA) series, which also employ content analysis.
However, unlike focusing on whether and how questions had been answered [Lai

6Throughout this article, we use the term “open access” to describe freely available original
research articles — ones that can be found, downloaded, or viewed without additional login or
payment. We use the term in its more casual reference, without distinguishing between gold, green,
or hybrid open access status.
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et al., 2020], our study attended to the content of the comments themselves, much
like Hara et al.’s [2019] recent study. Based on the above research questions, we
chose seven r/science subreddits for our dataset (r/biology, r/medicine,
r/environment, r/economics, r/socialsience, r/psychology and r/animalscience).
These subreddits were chosen because they represented each of the four
specialization categories in r/science’s main dropdown menu and because they
involved a substantial number of posts and comments. The subreddit
specialization r/paleontology, for example, does not appear to have many active
users and therefore very few posts fit our parameters for analysis (see below). We
recognize that these specialization areas might impact the results of this study, as
some commenters might interact with intermediary genres and scientific source
material in distinct ways. For example, while r/animalscience may not encourage
discussions that relate to commenters’ personal lives, r/psychology topics are
likely to encourage these comments. We address this concern below and in the
discussion.

In order to collect a significant enough sample of r/science comments, we gathered
the following information from the seven areas of specialization: the original posts,
their linked sources, and the top ten first-order comments that followed the post, as
ranked by “TOP” (see Table 2). “TOP” sorting in reddit orders first-order
comments by aggregate votes, and first-order comments are defined as comments
posted in reply to the original post, not another comment. We wanted to focus on
the comments that were most often read and attending to “TOP”-ranked comments
accomplishes this goal. Admittedly, this focus on top-level comments loses some
granularity of conversational detail, but it also means we were able to identify a
comprehensible set of reactions to the original post. All posts were retrieved from
September and October of 2019 and received between 50–500 comments. Requiring
at least 50 comments ensured that discussions had sufficient relevant conversation;
likewise, limiting the comments to 500 meant we avoided very controversial or
popular posts.7 Limiting the data range to September and October of 2019 also
avoided discussions of COVID-19.8 These parameters meant that some
specialization areas, like r/physics, which has a fairly low level of user interaction,
were not considered for this study.

After identifying research questions and choosing specialization areas, we coded 25
posts with a third researcher. This step was taken for three reasons: 1) to establish
which concept categories were useful to analyze, 2) to refine definitions for each
concept category, and 3) to ensure that our independent analysis was in agreement.
The process of creating concept categories came from reading comment threads,
creating a too-large list of possible concept categories, and then removing
categories that were less relevant to the research questions of this study. Some
initial concept categories, such as the presence of “user flair” (symbols associated
with specific redditor identities) were jettisoned as insignificant to the research, as
we concentrated on comment topics (i.e., whether comments focused on humor,
summaries, etc.). Concept categories, like definition-, implication-, or

7Heavily upvoted posts, for example, could be popular because of the comments, or because the
topic is controversial for reasons which may have little to do with the genre of communication. By
excluding the most popular posts, we hoped to avoid such outliers.

8A study of COVID-19 discussions would be interesting, but we wanted to capture a broad
representation of r/science discussions and not have the dataset overwhelmed by a single scientific
topic.
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methods-related comments, were chosen because of their prevalence and their
ability to show evidence for engaged and subject-matter-relevant comments.
As a result of discussions between raters, concept categories were refined and the
definitions indicated in Table 1 were determined. Finally, kappa (percentage of
agreement) was calculated for three concept categories (number of
inquires/questions, summaries, and definition-related comments) and determined
to be 0.79 with no excessive outliers — sufficient agreement for conceptual analysis.

For the process of identifying concepts in each of the top 10 comments, we
categorized each post and comment set in the following ways (see Table 1).
The 17 content categories are followed by a brief concept rule definition (see
appendix A for additional examples). These categories represent the bulk of
rhetorical, textual moves that commenters make in response to an original post.
This method is inobtrusive, as the existing texts are public, and ensures anonymity,
as no identifying information was gathered.

Analysis of this dataset with the above concepts allowed us to identify general
features of how the public responds to science news, and how the source, genre,
and availability of that textual material impacts the discussion that follows. If most
science communication models are correct, then open access research articles and
the presence of any intermediary, popular science writing (especially scientific
news journalism, with its additional critical lens) will beneficially impact the
discussions that follow. It is also likely that different groups within r/science react
to these elements of the original post in different ways, yet our goal in performing
this analysis was not to determine which features are most precisely aligned with
the science described in those original materials, but to identify the qualities of the
discussion that result from identifiable changes in the source material. Based
within a CUSP model, our concern is with how people make sense of scientific
information in response to different texts.

Results Each conversation thread from the seven different r/science subreddits falls into
one of three major categories, depending upon which text readers and commenters
encountered first: scientific news article, press release, or original research article
(Table 2). The largest major distinction occurs between whether the original poster
(OP) posted a link to an intermediary article (scientific news article or press release)
or to an original research article (a permalink to a journal-controlled webpage).
Comparing the comments that followed posts with links to intermediary articles to
those without reveals distinctions in how those science writing genres helped to
encourage certain conversations. Figure 2 shows the basic breakdown for comment
threads, and “TOP” 10 first-order comments, across nine different concept
categories.

Intermediary articles vs original research articles

The presence of intermediary articles resulted in increased visibility for posts when
compared to posts linking to scientific articles alone. Posts with intermediary
articles received a 185% larger vote score (9,026 vs 3,164) and 34% more comments
(218 vs 163) than those without intermediary articles. When considering Q2, “Does
the existence of an intermediary article (press release and scientific news) situated
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Table 1. The 17 different concept categories used for conceptual analysis and their defini-
tions. Examples for relevant categories are provided in appendix A.

Concept category Concept rule definition

Name of the posting Name of original post in r/science.

Link to post on r/science Html link to post in r/science.

Aggregate vote score for the
post (reddit rounds up vote
scores above 1,000.)

Total number of votes (positive) for the post.

Total # of comments Total number of comments made by redditors in discussion of
the post.

Posted by a credentialed
user?

Reddit offers the ability to maintain “credentials” as “flair”,
though they are self-stated by users. On reddit, “flair” names the
small icons or details connected with a username that are visible
when a user posts material. In r/science, flair includes degrees
and fields of specialization.

Post links to Intermediary
article or an original research
article?

“Intermediary” articles include short science news articles, press
releases, or university web pages. “Original Research” articles
are the original studies, hosted by an academic journal.

Press Release or Journalism? “Press releases” are written by a university Public Information
Officer, published on a university-owned website, or have no
individual author. “Journalism” will have an author that works
for a non-affiliated website, magazine, or news outlet.

Paywalled or open access
original research article?

“Open access” means that the full research article is available to
the public. “Paywalled” means that without additional time or
money, the full article is unavailable to the public.

Number of deleted
comments

Deleted or missing comments.
(This number counts toward the total of first-order comments.)

Number of
inquiries/questions

Any comment that asks something, phrased as a question or not.

Number of summaries Summaries need to be at least one sentence that restates a point
or points that are closely related to the topic of the article.

Number of definition-related
comments

Definitions need to focus on clarifying meaning or stating
meaning for a specific term or concept that are closely related to
the topic of the article.

Number of
implication-related
comments

Implications-related comments must discuss either future action
or consider a “so what” form of question/comment.

Number of methods-related
comments

Methods comments need to focus on praise, criticism, or
clarification of the research methods described in the article.

Number of humorous
comments

Sarcasm, jokes, puns, and any and all levity count in this
category.

Number of comments
referencing more research

References need to be specific names, links, etc. They need to be
something that other readers can use to begin additional
research.

Number of comments
referencing personal
experiences

Defined as any reference to the comment writer’s personal
experience.

between the reader and the original research article improve the discussions that
follow?”, we identified several key results. As Figure 2 shows, intermediary
articles encouraged redditors to respond with 31% more content-appropriate
humorous comments and 75% more references to personal situations or contexts.
Both of the intermediary genres are meant to communicate science to non-specialist
audiences, situate the results of research in context, and speculate on their impact,
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Table 2. Seven r/science subreddits and the number of posts in the dataset.

r/science subreddit Scientific
news

Press
release

Original
research article

r/biology 7 7 10

r/medicine 10 2 4

r/environment 8 6 1

r/economics 1 1 2

r/socialscience 4 3 7

r/psychology 8 6 0

r/animalscience 3 6 1

Total posts analyzed 41 31 25

Figure 2. Averages for nine concept categories for intermediary articles and original research
articles.

so it would follow that audiences more readily connected what they read to their
own experiences. When the post linked directly to an original research article, the
conversations that followed included about 16% more comments concerning the
article’s methods and 36% more questions than when the post linked to an
intermediary article. Differences in many other concept categories were negligible.

Differences by genre

We can also identify distinctions between the two major genres of intermediary
articles — as queried through Q3: “Do differences between genres of intermediary
articles (press release or scientific news) impact the discussions that follow?” The
distinctions between these genres for nine concept categories are represented in
Figure 3, along with data from posts that link directly to original research articles
and information on posts to intermediary articles with missing or broken links to
an original research article.

Posts which linked to press releases prompted fewer definition-, implication-, and
methods-related comments than either journalistic scientific news articles or posts
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Figure 3. Averages for nine concept categories for the genres and links that redditors en-
countered.

which linked directly to scientific articles, recording 61%, 85%, and 45% of the
instances of these concept categories recorded for the next-lowest genre,
respectively. Tellingly, scientific news articles do not perform much better in these
categories than links to an original research article alone (< 15% difference for each
category), but press releases perform demonstrably worse in these categories than
either.

Where press releases fell short in some measures of engagement, they excelled in
quantity of engagement; the only major advantage of a press release appears to be
in its ability to attract more attention, as measured by total aggregate votes and
comments. Press release-linked posts recorded the highest values in both
categories, averaging 139% of the comments (227 vs 163) and 348% of the votes
(10,998 vs 3,164) when compared to links to scientific articles alone.

Scientific news articles encourage more subject-matter-relevant humor than press
releases (about 36% more), which themselves do not encourage much more humor
than links to research articles alone. The guidelines for the r/science subreddit
explicitly state that “no jokes or memes” are allowed and that “[c]omments should
constructively contribute to the discussion or be an attempt to learn more” (see
Figure 1). While memes or jokes are disallowed, the greater number of humorous
comments for posts that link to scientific news articles suggest that some
subject-matter-relevant humor may have additional merit in facilitating discussion.

Finally, scientific news articles also appear to discourage commenters from posting
references to additional research. This result may be because the genre of scientific
news typically includes references to other research or comments from researchers
un-affiliated with the authors of the paper being covered.
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Effects of broken or missing links

The following two results offer evidence to Q4: “How does the availability of the
original research article (paywalled or open access) impact the discussions that
follow?”

Of the 97 posts considered, nine linked to intermediary articles in which the links
to an original research article were either broken or omitted. While this represents
an admittedly small sample size, posts without working links encouraged more
comments in general as well as more deleted comments, summaries, and
implication-related comments (see Figure 3). The absence of a working link also
prompted fewer inquiries and subject-matter-relevant humorous comments. Genre
could have influenced the higher rates of votes and comments, as press releases
prompted higher averages in both these categories and a higher percentage of press
releases featured missing or broken links (19.36%) than scientific news articles
(7.32%), despite the industry-standard practice of linking to the research article.

Open access impacts

As noted above, posts linking to intermediary articles received a 185% larger vote
score and 34% more comments than posts to original research articles. This
disparity was exacerbated by a research article’s paywalled status (Table 3). Posts
to scientific news articles linking to paywalled research received a 266% larger vote
score than posts linking directly to paywalled articles, and posts to press releases
linking to paywalled articles received a staggering 511% larger vote score than
posts linking directly to paywalled articles. The number of comments was
similarly affected by a research article’s paywalled status, with scientific news
articles receiving 86% more comments and press releases receiving 82% more
comments than posts linking directly to paywalled articles. Presumably, few
readers had the access necessary to engage with this research in any form.9

Table 3. Distinctions between genres of intermediary article and direct links to original
research articles when the research is behind a paywall.

Scientific news
linked to paywalled

articles

Press releases
linked to paywalled

articles

Direct links to
paywalled research

articles

Average number of votes
(positive)

9,517.31 15,871.89 2,596.83

Average total number of
comments

261.46 257.11 141.00

Along with votes and comments, the open access status of an article appears to
increase the number of summaries and methods-related comments across genres
(see Figure 4). The presence of a dense, data-rich format would provide both an
exigence and the means to summarize information, and detailed access to
methodological information could provide the basis for specific commenting and
inquiry.

9With so few examples of paywalled articles in this study available for analysis, the statistical
significance of these distinctions is better left for studies of larger datasets.
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Figure 4. Averages for summaries and methods-related comments for each type of link,
broken down by access status.

Discussion Which genre (original research article, press release, or original journalism)
generates the most engaged and subject-matter-relevant online discussions from
readers? The above results suggest that the answers to this question are
complicated, insofar as there is no straightforward path towards greater numbers
of subject-matter-relevant comments. In general, the presence of an intermediary
article suggests that more readers and commenters will participate in an online
discussion and have a greater positive response to the research being discussed,
but the effects of intermediary articles are not significantly distinguishable, in most
of our chosen concept categories, from direct links to original research articles. One
category where intermediary articles stand out is in the average number of
comments that make reference to personal experiences; despite demonstrating
variation across individual topic categories, intermediary articles encouraged 75%
more of these personal connections across all posts. It is tempting to read that
difference as evidence that intermediary articles do an effective job at connecting
complex research findings to everyday concerns — in part because this is one of
their major goals. As described by numerous commentators on journalistic science
writing and oft-repeated in science writing textbooks [see especially Stocking, 2010,
chapter 3], a major goal is to connect scientific concepts and language to the
public’s knowledge and personal experience [Fahnestock, 1986] by “relating it to
phenomena, events, issues, knowledge, and concerns outside science” [Peters,
2013, p. 14107]. In this regard, science journalism appears to relate complex science
to a non-specialist audience effectively.

Additional results direct our attention to the effectiveness of different genres of
intermediary article: scientific news articles, written by science journalists, and
press releases, typically written by university-connected public information
officers. These differences can be generally aligned with existing descriptions of
those genres. For example, scientific news articles encourage more on-topic humor
in comments but discourage additional research on the same topic. This result
aligns with Marsh’s [2016] commentary on science communication — how humor
can “create an informal and more welcoming space for discussion” and can play
“a powerful role in the reception of a message” [pp. 6–7]. If humorous content
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occurs more frequently following scientific news articles, we can assume that the
humor is both on-topic (otherwise it would have been deleted, as per the
subreddit’s rules) and that it derives from an understanding of context, which
presumes greater immersion in the article’s content. That scientific news
discourages additional research could likewise be an effect of genre. Most scientific
news includes secondary opinions from researchers not affiliated with the original
research institute. This external review helps the journalist understand the
significance of the research, gives the story more credibility, and helps the audience
gain some critical understanding of the science. This critical function is often noted
as the main distinction between science journalism and press releases [Autzen,
2014], as journalists are able to be evaluative in ways that PIOs are not. Science
journalists include the work of other scientists in order to consider the significance
of the research, a detail that can bolster readers’ critical science literacy and obviate
the need for commenters to find and report on the same references.

Press releases appear to discourage comments on research methodology, an effect
that can also be linked to a function of the genre, as press releases typically include
more discussion on methods than scientific news articles. Brechman, Lee and
Cappella [2009] located differences between journalistic accounts and press
releases, finding that press releases included more content focused on
methodology than did scientific news articles. The authors noted that “[c]laims
within the press release often emphasized methodology, history, or the sociological
environment of the research. In contrast, claims presented to lay public in news
accounts provided little direct contextual information, instead emphasizing how
study results apply to the “real world”” [Brechman, Lee and Cappella, 2009,
p. 467].10 Press releases’ focus on methodology could explain the much lower
number of comments in this area. Relatedly, the presence of a press release also
made a positive impact upon the aggregate vote score (37% more than scientific
news, 111% more than original research articles) and the comments to that post
(33% more than original research articles). Press releases are designed to increase
“the likelihood of the media reporting on the research, which in turn can increase
visibility and attract public interest in both the research and the institute” [Carver,
2014, p. 2]. While we cannot speak to whether press releases increase the likelihood
of media attention, we can state that press releases increase the visibility and
attention paid toward research in online forums like reddit.

The findings presented here also reinforce previous assumptions about the benefits
of open access. Open science initiatives aim for increased availability, accessibility,
and transparency as well as to build trust between scientists and non-specialists
[United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, 2017]. Our
results suggest that open access articles accomplish at least the former goal; when
original research articles were accessible without fee, comments were more
engaged and subject-matter-relevant — as demonstrated by increased occurrence
in the majority of concept categories. This trend held true for posts which linked to
both genres of intermediary articles and those which linked directly to open access
research articles. This result generally matches other findings which suggest that
open access articles are more often cited and read [Li et al., 2018; Holmberg et al.,
2020]. One of the few categories which exhibited the opposite effect was the

10Previous research has shown that science journalism tends to avoid lengthy descriptions of
methodology. See, for example, Einsiedel [1992], Dimopoulos and Koulaidis [2002], and Hijmans,
Pleijter and Wester [2003].
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number of comments which referenced personal experiences; for both genres of
intermediary articles, paywalled research prompted a somewhat greater number of
these connections. With less access to the information which would prompt specific
methodological, definitional, and summative questions in comments, readers’
relations to personal experience may have increased in the top 10 first-order
comments, possibly explaining this discrepancy.

Previous research investigating the relationship between open science and public
engagement has noted concerns with the amount of effective contextualization,
mapping, and interpretation of information required to make science accessible
rather than simply available [Grand et al., 2016]. As open access articles are meant
for a discipline-specific audience, the communicative imbalance between specialist
author and non-specialist reader is little reduced. The discussions generated by
open access articles observed here may thus be seen as surprising under a PUS
model — or indeed general PAST frameworks. While it is possible that science
communicators author more engaging intermediary articles when working with
open access articles, both journalists and PIOs almost certainly have access to
original research articles both open and paywalled. Therefore, it seems more likely
these conversations are the result of some commenters displaying the scientific
literacy skills necessary to access the original research article and raise the level of
discussion. Regardless, more research on the interaction between open access and
public engagement and understanding would be worthwhile.

Conclusion Overall, science communicators whose activities align with public engagement
models may thus derive useful implications from the impacts of genre and open
access on audience understanding. Certainly, while press releases increase the
visibility of science news and help readers connect science and their own lives, that
same genre falls short of the advantages that science journalism provides. More
engaged and subject-matter-relevant discussions are likely to emerge from
responses to science news articles. Ultimately, it appears that genre matters. We see
the features of genres affect the conversations that follow; for example, science
journalism often includes multiple researchers’ perspectives, which lessens the
need for readers to find those sources. Likewise, open access also matters. The
open access status of an article appears to increase the number of summaries and
methods-related comments across genres. While these two categories are not
immediately indicative of better conversations, the open access status of an article
is beneficial across most concept categories, taking the possible negative impact of
press releases into account.

Several factors should qualify these implications. While the relatively small sample
(n = 97) analyzed here has allowed for in-depth observation of the types of
engagement displayed in online conversations, it also limits the generalizability of
our conclusions. Reddit users may also constitute a unique audience and their
engagement with science news could deviate from that of a more general
population. One must additionally approach total vote score carefully as a metric
of engagement. A 2017 computational analysis of user behavior within the
complete reddit.com domain, for instance, found that “most users do not read the
article that they vote on, and that, in total, 73% of posts were rated (i.e., upvoted or
downvoted) without first viewing the content” [Glenski, Pennycuff and Weninger,
2017, p. 200]. Further, members of the r/science community may behave in a more
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specific fashion than reddit’s general users; certainly, the changes in engagement
observed in our study suggest that r/science users interact with linked articles at
higher rates. This can be partially explained by the fact that r/science’s usership is,
after all, self-selected on the basis of interest in science news. Many of these users
would likely align with highly interested segments of the public identified by PAST
models and varyingly termed “boosters” or “sciencephiles” [Perrault, 2013; Schäfer
et al., 2018]. Observations about the nature of their engagement may or may not
apply to populations who seek out science news from different media.

A second major caveat should also be made: the decisions to investigate specific
r/science specializations could have impacted the results of our analysis. Because
we studied posts from r/biology, r/medicine, r/environment, r/economics,
r/socialsience, r/psychology and r/animalscience, we could have unintentionally
skewed our representation of r/science towards the unique interactions that
readers have with that respective content. These specializations were chosen
because they represent each of the four categories in reddit’s dropdown menu and
because they involve substantial posts and comments — enough to fit our dataset
parameters. Studying results within each individual specialization, however, also
brings a challenge, insofar as posts in each r/science area may not represent large
enough of a sample size to make significant claims. Ultimately, we feel that the
seven specializations chosen for this study represent the most trafficked r/science
areas and therefore, when studied in aggregate, offer a fairly accurate
representation of activity on r/science.

The metrics of engagement and discussion identified in this study represent a
means of analyzing reader understanding that aligns more with a CUSP model
than other frameworks. We approached reader understanding not in terms of
fact-recollection but in terms of the reactions it produced: connections to personal
experience, further inquiry, and generally deeper discussion. Undoubtedly, the
patterns identified here would benefit from larger sets of data gathered from
different audiences. Researchers of science communication may additionally
explore concepts of reader understanding in alternative ways as we seek to learn
more about how non-specialists work to understand scientific research and,
accordingly, how we may better facilitate that understanding. Ultimately, this
study investigated how readers experience and understand science, and further
investigations of living discourse guided by CUSP principles could prove similarly
fruitful.
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Appendix A.
Concept
categories

Table 4. Concept categories used for conceptual analysis, with examples.

Concept category Example from dataset

Name of the posting No example necessary for these categories

Link to post on r/science

Aggregate vote score for
the post (reddit rounds
up vote scores above
1,000.)

Total number of
comments

Posted by a credentialed
user?

Post links to
Intermediary article or
an original research
article?

Press Release or
Journalism?

Paywalled or open
access original research
article?

Number of deleted
comments

Number of
inquiries/questions

“For someone like me who lives way up north and gets very little sun
(even in the summer it’s usually overcast all day), doesn’t this imply
that taking enough vitamin D supplements would be enough to
achieve the same effect?”

From: https://www.reddit.com/r/science/comments/
doot4i/spending_time_in_the_sun_can_make_your_gut/

Number of summaries “Of the total 9.5m jobs in the green economy, 2.9m are in renewable
energy (including hydro), 4.65m are in Low-carbon products
(including nuclear, energy mgmt, alternative fuel vehicles and
building technologies), and 1.95m are in Environmental (including
waste mgmt, recovery/recycling, biodiversity, water supply mgmt and
environmental consultancy).”

From: https://www.reddit.com/r/science/
comments/dj5qjh/the_us_green_economy_is_worth_13_trillion_per/

Number of
definition-related
comments

“Lipofuscin is a type of indigestible cellular waste that accumulates
within the lysosomes of long-lived cells, e.g. nerve cells. Irradiation of
certain lipofuscin pigments with blue light is known to produce
cytotoxic effects (e.g. Sparrow et al. 2000).”

From: https://www.reddit.com/r/science/comments/
djya8d/scientists_report_that_excess_blue_light_exposure/

Number of
implication-related
comments

“The precautionary principle isn’t just important because of the
limitations of lab work. It’s important because commercial
entrenchment of a dangerous product is demonstrably difficult to
reverse. How many more insecticides have to be shown to be
‘Holocene level bad’ before we acknowledge that blanket application
of any insecticide is harmful? Yes, insecticides are necessary. No, we
can’t ever use them so carelessly.”

From: https://www.reddit.com/r/science/comments/
d3nue8/its_not_just_bees_that_are_being_harmed_by_the

Continued on the next page.
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Table 4. Continued from the previous page.

Concept category Example from dataset

Number of
methods-related
comments

“If they had at least asked about scenarios where the participant had
something at stake this would be lot more interesting. People treat
trolley problems as abstract math problems.”

From: “https://www.reddit.com/r/science/comments/
cvoflt/research_has_found_while_consuming_alcohol_might”

Number of humorous
comments

“Step one: look at a trend in epigenetic changes across age, declare it a
‘biological clock’ without any evidence that it actually causes aging
Step two: develop a method to reverse DNA methylation
Step three: declare you’ve cured aging.”

From: https://www.reddit.com/r/science/comments/
d062gd/first_hint_that_bodys_biological_age_can_be/

Number referencing
more research

“Wasn’t there a problem with more then intended being inserted by
accident and the people in charge of QA not catching it at all despite
the insertion being right next to the stowaway base pairs?

I feel like I just read about this.

Edit: Here it is..
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/614235/recombinetics-gene-
edited-hornless-cattle-major-dna-screwup/”

From: https://www.reddit.com/r/science/comments/
dem7qx/a_dairy_bull_made_hornless_by_gene_editing_has/

Number referencing
personal experiences

“As someone making an effort to minimize my own impact I can’t help
but wonder and feel like I’m fighting a losing battle. Sometimes even
wondering why the hell it matters what I do if so few others are even
willing to do the same?

I feel a lot recently that it wont make any difference.”

From: https://www.reddit.com/r/science/comments/
dg8wlo/billions_face_food_water_shortages_over_next_30/
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